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https://www.drax.com/energy-policy/need-whole-country-frequency/

The modern world sits on a volatile, fizzing web of 
electricity. In 2015 the UK consumed roughly 303 
terawatt hours (TWh) of electricity, according to 
government statistics. That’s an awful lot of power 
humming around and, in this country, we take it for 
granted that electricity is controlled. This means the 
power supply coming into your home or place of work is 
reliable and won’t trip your fuse box. In short, it means 
your mobile phone will keep on charging and your 
washing machine will keep on spinning.

Generators work by converting the kinetic energy of a 
spinning turbine into electrical energy. Maintaining a 
consistent electrical frequency is important because 
multiple frequencies cannot operate alongside each 
other without damaging equipment. This has serious 
implications when providing electricity at a national 
scale. 

Every generator in England, Scotland and Wales 
connected to the high voltage transmission system is 
synchronised to every other generator. The problem is, 
frequency can be difficult to control – if the exact 
amount of electricity being used is not matched by 
generation it can affect the frequency of the electricity 
on the grid.



gridwatch.co.uk - Grid Demand
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gridwatch.co.uk - Frequency



Demand Response
Protect the turbines

Save natural resources





In the past we match 
Supply to Demand



With IoT and connected devices,
we can also reduce the Demand



Demand Response solution

Scale to 100k connected devices

Scale product range (time to market)

Monitoring and metrics

Ease of administration

Customer Req















Load testing



40k
16 vCPU



100k
36vCPU 72GB



Decision



Retrospective

Greenspun's Tenth Rule of Programming: any 
sufficiently complicated C or Fortran program contains 

an ad hoc informally-specified bug-ridden slow 
implementation of half of Common Lisp.



https://xkcd.com/869/

https://xkcd.com/869/


Ex falso quodlibet

Principle of Explosion

-from false, anything follows 





Conclusion


